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Line Masters

This Teacher’s Guide includes access to modifiable and PDF line masters.

To access these Mathology Little Book Line Masters, please log in at Pearson Places,  
www.pearsonplaces.com.au and select the Mathology Little Books icon. The Line Masters can  
be found in the ‘Explore Resources’ section.

If the icon doesn’t appear or if you are new to Pearson Places, please contact our digital helpdesk  
at help@pearson.com.au and we will set up a teacher account for you.

Once you have your Pearson Places account details you can record them below for reference.

Log-in Name ______________________________________

Password _________________________________________

You can use these log-in details to access all your Pearson Places titles.
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Mathology Little Books

This series recognizes that children’s understanding of maths concepts 
develops over time, so this series allows you to choose the book that best 
matches a child’s or group’s level of mathematical understanding. The books 
engage children at just the right level in a wide range of mathematical ideas, 
thinking, and activities in a variety of real world and imaginary contexts.

Acorns for Wilaiya engages children in conversations, investigations, and 
activities that help to develop their understanding of the big maths idea 
that “Numbers tell us how many and how much.”*

* This book can also be used to address the big idea “Numbers are related in many ways.”

Big Idea: Numbers tell us how many and how much
(Count and subitize. Read, write, model and order numbers.) 

TITLE KEY MATHS FOCUS MATHS SKILLS STRATEGIES ADDITIONAL FOCUS

Count and compare sets to 10
• Connect number names and 

quantities to 10

Compose and decompose to 10

Subitize
1-1 correspondence
Stable order
Cardinality
Identify parts and the whole

Count on
Touch and count
Count forward and 
back
Tens friends

Copy and describe repeating 
patterns
Recognise circles
Use positional language to describe 
location

Count sets to 10 
• Connect number names and 

quantities to 10

Compare quantities to 10

1-1 correspondence
Stable order
Cardinality
Counts on or back by 1 or 2 from 
a number
Compare, identify and create sets 
with 1 or 2 more, less or equal

Count on
Touch and count
Count forward and 
back
Predict how many

Compare height
Use positional language to describe 
location
Sort and record findings

Count and compare sets to 10
• Connect number names and 

quantities to 10

Compose and decompose 10

1-1 correspondence
Stable order
Cardinality
Subitize
Determine how many more/less
Identify parts and the whole

Count on
Touch and count
Tens friends

Use positional language to describe 
location

Count sets to 10
• Write and match numerals to 

counted numbers

Compare sets to 10

1-1 correspondence
Stable order
Cardinality
Match, name and write 
numerals to 10
Subitize
Compose and decompose to 10

Count on
Touch and count

Use positional language to 
describe location
Sort and identify sorting rules

Count sets to 20
• Connect number names, 

numerals and quantities to 20

Add 1 or 2

1-1 correspondence
Cardinality
Conservation of  number
Add 1 or 2 to a set and state how 
many

Skip count
Count on

Compare mass
Compare hourly duration
Estimate 1 minute
Compare to 1m and 1cm
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“I see trees, coloured leaves, and 
lots and lots of acorns,” says Wilaiya.

“What do these things tell you?”
asks Grandma.

“They tell me it is fall,” says Wilaiya.
3
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Counting to and from 10

• How many acorns did the 
squirrel gather? (10)

Writing numerals

• Let’s keep track of the squirrel’s 
acorns. Who will write “10”  
for us?

WATCH FOR…

• Does the child demonstrate control of the counting order?

• Does the child start the count at different objects when  
re-counting?

• Does the child know that when he/she counts forward, the last 
number represents the quantity (cardinality)?
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“I have 2 acorns!” says Wilaiya.
She picks up 1 more acorn. 
“Now I have 3 acorns!” she says. 
She puts the acorns in her pocket.
4
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Counting to and from 10

• How many acorns does Wilaiya 
pick up first? (2)

• Wilaiya adds 1 more acorn.  
How many does she have 
altogether? (3)

Comparing sets to 10

• Does Wilaiya have more brown 
acorns or more green acorns? 
(brown) How do you know? 
(e.g., match and count)
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Large Group Options

If you read Acorns for Wilaiya to a large group or whole class, you might 
project the book to facilitate reading aloud and better encourage children 
in using the details in the pictures. These activities engage children in 
counting, comparing, and communicating their understanding of numbers 
to 10; choose the activities that best address your children’s learning needs.

COUNTING ACORNS

ENGAGE
Engage children in a conversation about the acorns that Wilaiya and 
Grandma collected. As a group, you collect and count a set of “acorns” 
using counters and the Maths Mat inside back cover of the book. Hold 
up a counter and say:
• Look! I found an acorn. Place the acorn on the mat.
• Here, I found another one. How many acorns do we have now? (2)
• We have 2 acorns altogether. What would happen if we found 1 

more? (we will have 3) Place a third acorn on the mat. Let’s count 
them together. 1, 2, 3. Touch each acorn as you count.

Continue adding and counting acorns until you reach 10. Invite 
volunteers to demonstrate their counting strategies and explain their 
thinking.

After counting 10 acorns, remove the acorns 1 at a time until you reach 0. 
Encourage children to count with you.

WORK ON IT
Model the game Counting Acorns. Roll a number cube and say:
• I rolled a (5). That means I count (5) counters and put them on my 

counting mat above (5), 1 counter in each space. Place (5) counters 
on your counting mat. Roll again and repeat for another number.

Explain that if spaces above the number you roll are filled, you roll 
again. If you roll X, you may choose any number and fill the spaces 
above it.

Provide pairs of children with counters, number cubes, and Counting 
Mats (LM 3). Children take turns rolling a number cube to play until 
they fill their counting mat.

MATHS FOCUS: count, create, 
and describe sets to 10

MATERIALS: Maths Mat (inside 
back cover of the book); small 
counters (or centimetre cubes, 
or dried beans, or bingo chips); 
number cubes labelled 1–5 and 
X; number cubes labelled 6–10 
and X; Counting Mat (LM 3)

SHARE AND REFLECT
Meet and prompt reflection by asking questions such as:
• Did you roll a number more than once? More than twice?
• What number did you choose for X? Why did you choose it?
• What do you notice about the rows on the counting mats? How is 

the row for 3 different from the row for 2? (e.g., row for 3 has  
1 more space) How is the row for 3 different from the row for 4? 
(e.g., row for 3 has 1 less space)

WATCH FOR…

• How does the child count? Do 
some children subitize during 
the whole-group conversation? 

• Does the child read the 
number cube and count out the 
correct number of counters to 
fill the spaces on the mat?

• Does the child use the 
counting mat effectively to 
organize his/her counting and 
to determine more/less?

DIFFERENTIATE: Use number 
cubes with a variety of numbers 
for different learning needs. 
Some children may benefit from 
using number cubes with dots 
instead of numerals.
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Line Master 1 
Acorns for Wilaiya

Line Master 5 
Sorting Mat 

Line Master 9 
Spin More or Less Recording 
Sheet

Line Master 2 
Connecting Home and School 
Letter Template 

Line Master 6 
Numeral Cards 

Line Master 10 
My Acorns

Line Master 3 
Counting Mat 

Line Master 7 
Handfuls of Acorns Recording 
Sheet 

Line Master 11 
Black Squirrel, Black Squirrel

Line Master 4 
Acorn Cards 

Line Master 8 
More or Less Spinner

Line Master 12 
How Many?

Line Master 1, Acorns for Wilaiya 
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Acorns for Wilaiya Line Master 1 (Assessment Master) 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

Count sets to 10 Not observed Sometimes Consistently 

Says number name sequence in 
correct order when counting forward 
from 1 (stable order) 

   

Says number name sequence in 
correct order when counting 
backward from 10 (stable order) 

   

Says one word for each object 
counted (one-to-one correspondence)    

Knows that the last number spoken 
tells how many objects are in the set 
(cardinality) 

   

Identifies number without counting 
each object (subitizes)    

Names and writes numerals    

Compare sets to 10    

Compares quantities by matching or 
counting to determine more/less or 
equal 

   

Strengths: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Steps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A customizable (Excel) Whole-Class Assessment recording sheet is also available on  
Pearson Places.

Line Master 5, Sorting Mat 
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Sorting Mat Line Master 5 

Name: _____________________________ 
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Spin More or Less Line Master 9 
Recording Sheet 

Keeping Score 

• How many counters are in your handful? 

• Spin the spinner to see who gets a point. 

• Circle your number if you get a point. 
 

Turn Name ________________________ Name ________________________ 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

 

Line Master 2–1, Connecting Home and School  
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Connecting Home and School Line Master 2–1 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE TO THE TEACHER 
 

You may wish to send families an Acorns for Wilaiya letter 
outlining a familiar activity or two they can do at home with 
their children. 

 

Create a letter using this template and select one or two 
activities from the suggestions on the next page. Simply 
delete these instructions and cut and paste the activities 
you have selected, adapting them to fit your needs 
	

Line Master 6, Numeral Cards 
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Numeral Cards Line Master 6 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

0 1 2 
3 4 5 
6 7 8 
9 10  

 

Line Master 10, My Acorns 
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My Acorns Line Master 10 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

 
 

 

Line Master 3, Counting Mat 
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Counting Mat Line Master 3 

Name: _____________________________ 
 

1 

          

2 

          

3 

          

4 

          

5 

          

6 

          

7 

          

8 

          

9
 

          

10 
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Handfuls of Acorns Line Master 7 
Recording Sheet 

Name: _____________________________ 
 
 

First Handful Second Handful 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Line Master 11, Black Squirrel, Black Squirrel 
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Black Squirrel, Line Master 11 

Black Squirrel 
 

Name: _______________ 

Black squirrel, black squirrel,  
what do you see? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I see _________ acorns waiting  
for me. 

Line Master 4, Acorn Cards 
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Acorn Cards Line Master 4 
 
 

 
 

Line Master 8, More or Less Spinner 
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More or Less Spinner   Line Master 8 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Line Master 12–1, How Many? 
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How Many? Line Master 12–1 

" – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –– – – – – – – –– – – –  

Wilaiya had 5 brown acorns and 8 green acorns. 
Which pile has more? 
 

  

" – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –– – – – – – – –– – – –  

Wilaiya had 7 brown acorns and 4 green acorns. 
Which pile has more? 
 

  

Line Masters

To access the Mathology Little Book Line Masters, please log in at Pearson Places, www.pearsonplaces.com.au 
and select the Mathology icon. The Line Masters can be found in the ‘Explore Resources’ section.

If the icon doesn’t appear or if you are new to Pearson Places, please contact our digital helpdesk at  
help@pearson.com.au. 
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